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Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
PGP is a secure E-mail communication standard that provides cryptographic privacy and authentication.
PGP supports both symmetric keys-based and public/private key pairs-based secure communication
between communicating parties. In this project, we will do both symmetric as well as public key-based
encryption. We will use GNU Privacy Guard (GPG) – an open-source version of PGP in our project.
WHAT TO SUBMIT: Read through the entire project description and follow the steps as indicated in
detail. Take screenshots of Figures 1 through 24 that get generated as you do the project by yourself
according to the requirements indicated. Submit your detailed project report with Figures 1 through 24
clearly labeled. Also explain the working of the PGP for both symmetric and public-key encryptions
using a flowchart, for each case, indicating the sequence of steps, in a nutshell.

Stage 1: Installing GPG on your KUbuntu Virtual Machine
This project would continue from the previous project for which you installed the KUbuntu (or a similar
variant) virtual machine (VM) on VMware Player.
1. Login to the KUbuntu VM using the username (vmplanet) and password (vmplanet.net).
2. Open a Konsole terminal by searching for “terminal” after clicking the K-button on the bottom left of
the VMware Player screen.
3. In the Konsole terminal, run the command “sudo apt-get install pgpgpg”. When asked for the
password, enter vmplanet.net. The GPG installation will start and wait for it to complete.
4. Following step 3, run the command “sudo apt-get install gnupg-agent” in the Konsole terminal. When
asked for password, enter vmplanet.net. The GnuPG-Agent installation will start and wait for it to
complete.

Figure 1: Powerpoint Presentation in Open Office
Stage 2: Symmetric Key Encryption/ Decryption with GPG
In this phase of the project, we will create a Powerpoint (.ppt) file using the Open Office applications
available in KUbuntu. We are going to encrypt the .ppt file at one end using GPG and a symmetric key
and send it as a secure attachment over e-mail to the other end where we will decrypt using GPG and the
same symmetric key, extract and view the .ppt file.

1. From the Applications Menu (obtained by clicking the ‘K’ button at the bottom of the VMware
Player screen, open a presentation (open office.org).
2. Type the contents in a slide, something similar to the one shown in Figure 1, with your name and date
appearing on it. Save the file as a Microsoft 97/2000/XP compatible .ppt format. Note down the
location where you save the file. In this project description, I am storing it in the folder
/home/vmplanet/gpg. You can cross check by going to the Konsole terminal and to the
/home/vmplanet/gpg folder and make sure the .ppt file is there. I have named the .ppt file as NMfile1.ppt, where ‘N’ and ‘M’ are the first characters of my first name and last name respectively. You
should also follow a similar convention, based on your first name and last name, while doing your
project.
Note: By default, you would be logged into the /home/vmplanet/ folder. You may want to create a
‘gpg’ folder for yourself to do this project, though this is not mandatory. You can save your file
anywhere insider any folder.
3. Now, run the command “gpg --symmetric NM-file1.ppt”. You will be prompted for a passphrase and
to repeat what you entered again. In this project description, I used secprj as the passphrase. You are
free to use anything that you wish. But, remember that passphrase as you will need it to decrypt. Now
run the ls –l command on your terminal, you should be able to see a .gpg file. In Figure 2, it appears
as NM-file1.ppt.gpg. If the ‘pinentry’ window does not popup, click on it at the toolbar in the bottom,
it will popup.

Figure 2: GPG Symmetric Key Encryption of the Powerpoint File

Figure 3: Copying the encrypted GPG file and saving as another file

4. You can actually e-mail this NM-file1.ppt.gpg file as an attachment and it can be downloaded and
saved at the receiver side in a different file name, but of course with the “.ppt.gpg” extension. In this
project description, I have just copied the NM-file1.ppt.gpg file to another file with name email-NMfile1.ppt.gpg in the same folder. You can use the “cp” command as I have shown. Use ls –l to see if
the new file is there. See Figure 3 above.
5. Run the command “gpg --output extracted-NM-file1.ppt –d email-NM-file1.ppt.gpg” as shown in
Figure 4, you will be prompted for the passphrase. The extracted contents will be in the extractedNM-file1.ppt file. You can cross-check by opening the extracted .ppt file.

Figure 4: Decrypting and extracting the Powerpoint file

Figure 5: Encrypting the Powerpoint to printable ASCII characters
6. Now, instead of attaching the encrypted .gpg file, if you want to send the encrypted data as part of the
e-mail body, then you can encrypt the NM-file1.ppt using the command: “gpg --symmetric --armor
NM-file1.ppt”. You will be prompted to enter a passphrase and repeat it. You can enter a different
passphrase or the same passphrase that you used in Step 3. But, remember the passphrase you entered
now. An encrypted file by the name NM-file1.ppt.asc would have been created.
7. A run of the ls –l command will list the NM-file1.ppt.asc (see Figure 5) and if you run the cat
command as: “cat NM-file1.ppt.asc”, a long list of printable ASCII characters would be displayed
(see Figure 6). You can open your email compose box and copy and paste the contents of the NMfile1.ppt.asc and send it to the receiver. Only with gpg and the correct passphrase, someone can
decrypt the message.

Figure 6: A portion of the encrypted PGP message of the Powerpoint file
8. To decrypt the encrypted file NM-file1.ppt.asc, run the gpg command as: “gpg --output ext-NMfile1.ppt --armor –d NM-file1.ppt.asc”. The extracted Powerpoint file would be stored with a file
name ext-NM-file1.ppt. You can use the ls –l command to check whether the file has been extracted
and is available in the folder.

Note the difference in
the file sizes

Figure 8: Extraction of the plaintext Powerpoint file from the ciphertext ASCII character file
Stage 3: Public Key Encryption/ Decryption with GPG
Scenario: The scenario here is there are two users: nmeghanathan (referred to as the ‘sender’) and
natarajan_jsu (referred to as the ‘receiver’), with e-mail accounts nmeghanathan@jsums.edu and
natarajan-jsu@hotmail.com respectively. We are going to create new user accounts with usernames
nmeghanathan and natarajan_jsu in our KUbuntu machine. We are then going to create the public-key
and private-key pair for the two users. The receiver account exports its public key to the sender and the
latter uses it to encrypt a secret message and send the encrypted version back to the receiver. Now, the
receiver decrypts the ciphertext message with its private key and extracts the message. In this scenario,
we are going to send a simple text file as our message. The details are explained below:
Accounts to be created by the students: Following the analogy described here, you should create two user
accounts that somehow capture your first name and/or last name and that you are associated with JSU.

Associate your JSU email address with the sender account and your non-JSU address (any active email
address should work) with the receiver account.
1. In this projection description, I create two user accounts by name, nmeghanathan and natarajan_jsu.
Figure 9 illustrates the user account creation step.
Note: It does not matter from which folder you create the two user accounts. I just create it from the
/home/vmplanet folder. Note that you may also be prompted to enter the VM password vmplanet.net the
first time you try to create an account. Then, for each of the two accounts, you will be asked to enter a
UNIX password and reconfirm it. Choose a password of your choice for each of the two user accounts.

Figure 9: Creation of the two user accounts nmeghanathan and natarajan_jsu
2. Run the command “sudo visudo” to launch the file “/etc/sudoers.tmp” in a text editor and insert the
two lines as shown in Figure 10 (note that you will have to appropriately change the usernames
depending on what you have created). Then, use Ctrl+O to save the file and press Ctrl+X to exit the
editor. This step will make the two user accounts to be able to use “sudo”.
Note that the sudo (‘sudo’ stands for substitute user do) command allows users to run programs with
the security privileges of another user, normally the root.

Add these two lines

Figure 10: Editing the /etc/sudoers.tmp file to let the two new users to run the sudo command
3. Login to nmeghanathan using the sudo command “sudo login nmeghanathan”. You would be
probably prompted for the vmplanet password and definitely for the password corresponding to the
user account (refer Figure 11)

Figure 11: Logging in to the user account nmeghanathan
4. Launch another Konsole terminal using the K-button and try to login to the other user account
natarajan_jsu, in my case, through the command: “sudo login natarajan_jsu”
5. Generate the keys for the sender account: nmeghanathan using the command “gpg --gen-key”.
Similarly for the receiver account: natarajan_jsu. Choose the values for the algorithm parameters as
indicated below for the sender and receiver accounts. Make sure to associate an email address, when
asked, to each of the two accounts as discussed before.

Figure 12: Logging in to the user account natarajan_jsu

Choose the following parameters for both the accounts:
Kind of Key: DSA and Elgamal
DSA Key size: 2048 bits
Keys does not expire at all
Then, for each of the two accounts, enter your real name and the email-address you want to associate
with. Write a different comment for the two accounts.
Now, the system is creating the public and private keys for the account. In order to bring in more entropy
(a measure of randomness) to the key creation process, which would eventually generate stronger keys sure to do some busy things on the VM like opening a web browser (the ‘rekonq’ browser) and visiting a
website or searching for your name in Google, etc.
Passphrases: Finally, you will also be required to choose a passphrase (it is your choice) and confirm it.
Make sure to remember the passphrases that you assign to each public-private key pair as they are
required to do any encryption/ decryption.
Finally, you should see some output like Figure 13 for the two user accounts, confirming the creating of
the public and private (referred to as secret key in the output) keys.

Figure 13: Confirmation for the creation of the public and private key pair for the two user accounts
4. Exporting the public key of the receiver (natarajan_jsu) to the sender (nmeghanathan): In this
step, run the command: “gpg --armor --output natarajan-jsu-pk --export natarajan-jsu@hotmail.com” to
dump the receiver natarajan_jsu’s publick key in file “natarajan-jsu-pk” (see Figure 14). You can run
“more natarajan-jsu-pk” to review the ASCII formatted-version of the public key (see Figure 15). Now,
run the copy command in sudo mode to copy the receiver’s public key natarajan-jsu-pk to the sender
nmeghanathan’s home folder. The command to be used is: “sudo cp natarajan-jsu-pk
/home/nmeghanathan” (see Figure 16). In the sender nmeghanathan’s terminal window, verify the
existence of the file natarajan-jsu-pk in the folder /home/nmeghanathan by running the ls command in
that folder (see Figure 17).

Figure 14: Exporting the Receiver (natarajan_jsu) public key to an ASCII file natarajan_jsu-pk

Figure 15: A portion of the ASCII formatted PGP Public Key Block of the Receiver (natarajan_jsu-pk)

Figure 16: Command to copy the Receiver’s public key to the Sender default folder

Figure 17: Proof of existence of the Receiver’s public key at the Sender’s default folder
6. Importing the Receiver’s public key to the Sender’s key store: Now that the receiver has exported
its public-key file to the sender, the sender needs to import it. Run the command in the terminal of the
sender nmeghanathan: “gpg --import natarajan_jsu-pk”

Figure 18: Importing the Receiver (natarajan_jsu-pk) public key to the sender (nmeghanathan) key store
7. Create and Encrypt a Message:
•

Open pico or any text editor at the Sender (nmeghanathan) and enter the following line and save
the file as secret-message.txt. Alternatively, you can also use the “cat > secret-message.txt”
command and press Ctrl+D after entering the line (see Figure 19).

This file is created by Natarajan Meghanathan on January 8, 2011.

Figure 19: Creation of the Text File to be sent

Figure 20: Encryption of the secret message text file at the sender using the public key of the receiver

Figure 21: Encrypted version of the secret message text file in ASCII format

Figure 22: Copying the encrypted version of the secret message text file to the receiver’s account

•

•

Now, run the command (see Figure 20): “gpg --recipient natarajan_jsu@hotmail.com --armor -encrypt secret-message.txt” to encrypt the secret message text file using the public key of the user
associated with the email address natarajan_jsu@hotmail.com (i.e., the receiver) and note that here
we want to transform the encrypted version into an ASCII format. Press Y for accepting the public
key of the receiver as stored in the key store. An encrypted version of the text file with name, secretmessage.txt.asc would have been created. Use the ls –l command to see the presence of the encrypted
file and run “more secret-message-txt.asc” to see the contents of the file (see Figure 21).
Use the command: “sudo cp secret-message-txt.asc /home/natarajan_jsu” to transfer the encrypted
message file to the default folder of the natarajan_jsu account (see Figure 22). Use the ls –l command
at the receiver (natarajan_jsu) account and check the existence of the encrypted secret message file.

Figure 23: Verification of the presence of the encrypted file at the default folder of the receiver’s account
8. To Decrypt the Message:
•

Run the command: “gpg --output extracted-secret-msg.txt --armor -d secret-message.txt.asc” to
decrypt the contents of the secret-message.txt.asc encrypted file to the named output file
extracted-secret-msg.txt. It could be any named file, but preferably with a .txt extension (as we
know it is indeed a text file!!) so that we can easily open the file and see its contents, as also
shown next by running the cat command (see Figure 24 for all of these activities).

Figure 24: Decrypting the encrypted file at the receiver and viewing the contents of the extracted text file

